This discussion highlights the findings of the National Employer Supported Child Care Project, which was conducted in 1981 by the Administration for Children, Youth and Families and the Child Care Information Service (of Pasadena, California). Statistics are also cited on the increasing general demand for child care, especially for children under age 3. Among the project findings summarized are data on employers who provide day care, the sorts of programs they provide, and the characteristics of program users. About half of the 415 firms reported benefits such as reduced turnover and absenteeism, improved productivity, enhanced recruitment, and improved public relations. While these reports are based on anecdotal evidence, corroborating evidence from current studies is mentioned. The future direction of employer supported child care is discussed in terms of five major trends: (1) decentralization of planning, which may produce integrated child care systems tailored to the needs of individual communities; (2) greater flexibility in personnel policies, which may provide greater options for parents; (3) flexible benefits programs, which may include child care; (4) growing national awareness of work/family issues, which may be translated into more sophisticated child care systems; and (5) continuation of the federal government's role in creating tax provisions and disseminating information that will facilitate employers' child care efforts. (CB)
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EMPLOYER SUPPORTED CHILD CARE: WHERE ARE WE AND WHERE ARE WE GOING?

Patricia Divine-Hawkins

The social context for child care is changing rapidly as the traditional balance between work and family life is being realigned. It is this fundamental systemic change in our society which provides the thrust for employer supported child care.

I remember well my first experience with employer supported child care of sorts. Back in 1963 when my husband and I were young kids at the University of Washington, we had our first baby. Since we earned only $1.10 an hour for 20 hours a week, we simply could not afford both child care and a university education. So young Helmut went to school every day in a huge carriage where he lived for the first 7 months of his life. The librarian gave us her soundproof room for crying time, the cooks in the cafeteria stored and heated bottles, professors helped with flexible assignments and exams, and of course there was always another student or young instructor who enjoyed playing parent for an hour or two.

Only recently, with another new baby in the family, I found that the child care situation had really not changed. I could not afford to leave my job for any length of time without sacrificing important professional responsibilities and goals. At the same time, I really could not leave my newborn for long hours each day and still have what I felt were fundamental and essential experiences for both of us. We needed to have nursing time, holding time and just time to grow together. So Pia moved into the office and we spent a grueling first year trying not to sacrifice the research projects at work, the baby, the mother, the father, the sister and brother, or indeed the family as a whole.

In 1963, I was the only young woman I knew who was trying to be a full time mother and a full time worker. Now this is a common experience. In most of the offices I visit around the country, I see wicker baby baskets under desks, cribs and playpens next to the Xerox machines and two year olds scooting around the halls on their kiddy cars. At a recent conference on employer supported child care in Philadelphia, Jim Coyne, who is heading up the White House Initiative in Child Care also observed in his keynote address the prevalence of 4-year olds wandering in and out of corporate board rooms.
When we look at the national statistics, we find that unprecedented numbers of mothers with young children are indeed working. This is true of all women, regardless of marital status, age of children or ethnic background. It is true of the middle class as well as the poor and occurs in all parts of the country.

- The dual career family has become the dominant mode, with 60 percent of American families now in this category.

- Over the past decade, the number of single parent families—most of them headed by working mothers—has doubled to 6.6 million or about 20 percent of all families nationally.

- Mothers with preschool children represent a large and growing segment of the labor force. In 1950, only 12 percent of mothers with children less than six years of age were working; by 1982, 50 percent were employed. Most of these mothers work full time.

- Not only are there more women with young children working today, but they are entering or returning to the labor force earlier after the birth of a child. The proportion of mothers in the labor market with a child under three has increased by 12 percent from 34 to 46 percent since 1975. Among women with a child under one year, nearly a third of married women and 40 percent of single mothers are working.

- Women, like men, work primarily out of economic need. Nearly two-thirds of women in the labor force are single, widowed, separated, divorced, or married to men earning less than $10,000 a year.

As one would expect, this surge of mothers into the labor force has created a spiralling demand for child care.

- In 1982, there were 18.5 million children under six years of age in the United States. Of this number, 8.5 million, or 46 percent, had working mothers. Census projections indicate that there will be over 10 million preschoolers with mothers in the labor force by 1990.

- In 1981 there were an estimated 16 million children aged 5-13 whose mothers work. Many of these children, known as "latch key" children because of the house keys they wear around their necks, have no supervision before and after school or during their holidays.

- Children in single parent homes are particularly affected by the trends in female labor force participation. The percentage of children in single parent families has increased over the past decade from 12 percent in 1970 to 20 percent in 1981.
In the face of rapidly changing social structures, we see that the child care market is not structured to respond easily to increasing demand.

- Costs are frequently high and facilities may not be located in areas which are accessible to working parents.

- Many communities have an insufficient supply of child care to meet existing demand. This is particularly true for infants and toddlers, who have not previously needed child care in large numbers, and for school age children, for whom age appropriate care options are largely lacking in most communities.

- Where sufficient supply does exist, it is often invisible to parents. The various components of the child care market -- day care centers and nursery schools, family day care homes, in-home providers -- are rarely well coordinated or organized into integrated community child care systems.

Labor force participation of women and demand for child care will continue to increase.

- The demographic trends reflecting women in the workplace are expected to continue through the end of the century with the greatest growth in labor force participation most likely to occur among mothers with children under three.

- By 1990, nearly half of the total labor force will be women, 80% of whom will become pregnant at least once during their working years. Increasing employment rates for this group will continue to reflect economic needs among young families, changing career aspirations of women and a recent increase in birthrates which is projected to continue into the 1990's.

- Many of the children have already been born who will need child care during the eighties.

It is increasingly clear that child rearing responsibilities do affect parents' working lives. Moreover, the proportion of families where all adults work has grown so large that a fundamental shift in our social structure has occurred. Child care is central to the many issues having to do with how work and family life can be structured to balance competing demands as well as to meet the needs of employers, parents, children, other family members and the community as a whole.

In response to these fundamental changes in the nation's work force, the business community is beginning to show an increased interest in child care, both as an employee benefit or community service and as a possible vehicle for achieving company goals.
To help support employers in their child care efforts, the Administration for Children, Youth and Families (ACYF) entered into a cooperative agreement with the Child Care Information Service (CCIS) in Pasadena, California, to conduct the National Employer Supported Child Care Project in 1981. This project provides up to date information about what firms are involved in child care, what types of programs they have, and how they benefit, from their child care activities. CCIS has also developed materials to help other employers explore whether some sort of child care program might make sense for their company and if so, what options might be most appropriate.

To help insure that findings and materials would be useful to employers, we put together a national advisory council composed of representatives from major corporations, business associations, employee unions, and employer supported child care programs. This group assisted us at every stage of the work.

Results of the project have been published in a book entitled Employer Supported Child Care: Investing in Human Resources. This book is written for business audiences but we expect it will also be valuable to child care people who are trying to assist employers in the local communities. The book provides extensive information on all aspects of employer supported child care covered in this project. Copies can be obtained from Auburn House Publishing Company, 14 Dedham Street, Dover, MA 02030.

The findings I am going to report today are based on the actual experiences of 415 firms who were identified in the national employer supported child care project.

First, employer supported child care really is growing and growing at a rapid rate although the total number remains very small, accounting for less than 1% of the child care in this country.

- In 1978 Katherine Senn Perry located 105 employers with child care programs, all of them centers. In our study 415 employers were identified. This represents an increase of nearly 400% in 5 years. Parenthetically, I might add that the total number since our research was conducted has increased to over 600 firms.

- Nearly half (197) are industrial firms, representing the group with the highest rate of increase since 1978 when only 9 industrial employers had child care programs. The second largest increase has occurred in health care organizations which also accounted for nearly half of all programs in 1982. We also found a few child care programs sponsored by public agencies and labor unions.
Most programs in operation today are less than 5 years old, with nearly a fifth less than a year old at the time of our survey. Nonetheless, a number of companies do have programs of long standing. Sixty companies, representing 14 percent of the total, had child care programs which had been in operation for more than 10 years.

Employer supported child care appears in nearly every state but is most heavily concentrated in California, Florida, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Wisconsin and the District of Columbia.

As might be expected, companies which support child care tend to have a heavy concentration of women in the work force. In these companies, on average, nearly three quarters of the employees are women.

Noneetheless, both male and female employees avail themselves of the service. Very few companies reported than no men utilized the child care service whereas in over half of the firms, men accounted for a substantial proportion of the users.

In the past few years, child care has been widely promoted as a vehicle for achieving a company's goals in addition to providing an employee benefit. Although child care itself is generally not viewed as a profit-making venture, many employers in our study have found that child care can indeed enhance their primary business activity.

About half of the employers in this study reported benefits to the firm in reduced turnover and absenteeism, improved productivity, enhanced recruitment and improved public relations and community image.

Many of the others who did not report benefits indicated that their programs were too new to show results or that their programs did not really lend themselves to this type of analysis. For some companies, these types of corporate benefits were really not a goal of the program and therefore records were not kept. Virtually none of the employers reported bad effects as a result of their participation in a child care program.

Most of the data on benefits in this study are based on anecdotal evidence. Very few employers had precise data on the degree to which turnover or absenteeism had been reduced. Very few had any good figures on productivity gains. Of those reporting benefits, only about 20 firms had attempted to gather hard data in these areas. Nonetheless, anecdotal evidence can be an important indicator that something really is happening which warrants further investigation.
We are also beginning to see a convergence of evidence on this question. For example, one other national study, conducted by Renee Magid at Beaver State College, is also showing that employers believe child care is to their benefit as is another study conducted by Hay-Higgins, a Philadelphia firm specializing in employee benefits.

A new ACYF project being conducted in Portland, Oregon by the Portland State University is also beginning to show evidence that workers with young children, particularly women, do report higher rates of absenteeism, work interruptions, work/family stress and other variables. In the Portland project we are conducting surveys among 33 companies and over 8,000 employees. Because of the large data base being accumulated and the wide diversity of employers and employees included in the study, we expect to greatly increase our understanding of the complex relationships between child care variables and work place behaviors. We are also beginning to understand a good deal more about aspects of corporate structure and corporate culture which relate to these types of questions. This study will be completed in 1984.

The congruence of findings from several studies may be an important indicator that child care can indeed yield substantial benefits for employers. Different studies of different populations using different research techniques which produce similar findings are often more powerful taken together than any of them alone, since they provide a more complete perspective and help to diversity the bias which is inherent in this type of research.

We have seen that employer supported child care is increasing and that these programs appear to offer some advantages for employers. But what kinds of programs are they?

About half (211) are on-site or near site centers which serve children of all ages. Over four-fifths of these centers serve infants. Employers are also beginning to accommodate school age children, another population which is greatly underserved in the child care market. In this study, about 40% of the on- or near-site centers served school age children. All of the centers served children aged 3-5, the age group most frequently found in day care centers nationally.

Another large group of employers -- about a quarter of our sample -- support existing child care centers within the community through employee vouchers, through grants to community child care planning or advocacy groups, through contracting for child care slots or special services, and through various kinds of donations.
The remainder of employers support child care information and referral, parent education, and family day care systems. Although family day care is the most prevalent form of out of home care in the United States it is not yet widely utilized by employers.

I have attempted to provide you with a very brief overview of the current status of employer supported child care. More findings are presented in greater detail in the forthcoming book. What I would like to do now is to share with you some of my thoughts on where employer supported child care may be going in the future.

First, as a country we are moving toward greater decentralization in many areas with planning and decision making increasingly concentrated in the local communities. One outgrowth of this trend is likely to be the emergence of integrated child care systems which are tailored to the needs of individual communities. The restructuring of the child care market will involve the efforts of many different actors and constituencies as child care impacts more forcefully on community well-being and as more types of individuals and organizations define themselves as stakeholders in this service. We will see more partnerships between the public, private, and voluntary sectors and these partnerships will likely be of greater magnitude and scope than in the past. Employers are sure to play an important role in this transformation. In several communities significant partnerships are already being forged to begin paving the way for integrated child care systems. In New York, Orlando, and Portland, Oregon, for example, employers are joining with other members of the community to help underwrite some aspects of the larger child care system.

A second major trend with implications for employer supported child care lies in the movement toward greater flexibility in personnel policies. Such arrangements as flextime, flexible leave policies, parttime work, job sharing, and at-home work, all appear to be viable options for many parents in the very near future. The New York Telephone Company has been experimenting with having managers work at home for two days a week. This project is showing productivity gains for the telecommuters, and other companies will join in a major study of the benefits of telecommuting this year. Some experts are estimating that within three years, five million people, or five percent of the workforce will work at home in what Toffler calls their "electronic cottages" for 2-3 days a week. This trend obviously carries tremendous implications for working families with child care needs.

A third major trend has to do with employee benefits. Flexible benefits programs are beginning to receive serious attention as a result of the need for cost containment in health care and other benefit areas, along with growing recognition that different workers have different needs. There is also growing awareness of the fact that our dependent care needs will substantially increase over the next generation as the elderly account for a larger proportion of the
population and as more mothers enter the labor force. While child care will not drive the flexible benefits movement, it does lend itself nicely to this concept and may be incorporated into many employee benefits programs. However, this will happen only if employees themselves make it clear that this type of benefit is a priority for them.

Fourth, the nation as a whole is becoming better informed about work/family issues and possible solutions to these dilemmas. This will help give rise to sophisticated programs which are more responsive to the needs of employers, employees, children and the community. However, the degree to which employer supported child care continues to develop in more creative and appropriate ways will in large part depend on the ability of the child care community to understand local patterns of need, demand, supply, and the relationship of workplace behaviors to these other factors. It will further depend on the ability of program developers to translate this information into policies and programs which --once again -- make sense for individual employees, individual employers and individual communities.

Finally, I would like to say that the Federal government is considering ways to continue playing a facilitative role in the development of employment supported child care. There are now a range of tax provisions which make it easier for employers to provide child care for their employees or in other ways to become involved in community child care programs. The Administration recently endorsed an increase in the child care tax credit for lower income working parents which can help lighten the load for employers who subsidize the cost of child care for their employees.

Over the past several months, the Administration for Children, Youth and Families has provided support to the White House Private Sector Child Care initiative. We will continue to cooperate with the White House in a series of forums for Chief Executive Officers to encourage child care initiatives in the private sector. We are also engaged in a number of research and demonstration projects which should provide new information on benefits to employers and viable child care options. In FY 1984, we expect to fund additional grants focused on employer supported child care through the HHS Coordinated Discretionary Grants Program.
Parts played by classroom teachers, school administrators, and students in the public schools' performance of three surrogatory roles have become indeterminate and fuzzy. Criteria related to in loco parentis, reinforcement of professed community values, and transmission of the culture of the arts and sciences no longer go without saying. The situation is similar in the domain of authority in the schools. The change in the schools from intellectual to political and administrative authority is not yet common knowledge. The basis of authority to determine the contents and teaching of the curriculum does not go without saying. Teachers' status as pedagogical professionals is similarly unclear and uncertain. Institutions preparing classroom teachers are caught between two demands: (1) that of the academics who deny the need of any specialized professional work to teach, and (2) that of the schools pleading for "how-to" survival kits of competencies. Between these two there is little room for genuinely professional preparation of teachers. On the other hand, it goes without saying certainly that the public school teacher's lot is not a happy one. (RH)
Criticism of the Public Schools--
What Goes Without Saying

H. S. Broudy

Preface

A talk on "What Goes Without Saying" is odd, to say the least. Shouldn't there be a question mark at the end of it? Wouldn't it be more accurate to have the title read "What Ought Not to Go Without Saying"? In any event doesn't this Forum series demonstrate that there isn't much about the schools that hasn't been said many, many times?

And yet, it is what is left unsaid, like the proverbial submerged portion of the iceberg that does the damage to unwary mariners. Unsaid premises can lead to unspoken conclusions, convictions, and confusions.

The domain of what goes without saying includes the obvious and what is or is supposed to be taken for granted. Talk about the obvious can take the form of platitudes or ceremonial ritualistic utterance. Elaboration of the obvious is a respectable stock in trade for academicians and their doctoral candidates. Scholars can make a career out of proving that the obvious is nothing of the kind. Ph.D. candidates are taught the tools of the trade. When in doubt about a good thesis topic, doubt the obvious. Indeed, some of the most important advances in the disciplines have resulted from doubting the obvious.

With respect to the current or recurrent discussion of the schools (once a decade), especially the public schools, despite the plethora of literature and publicity there are still a few matters that seem to go without saying and perhaps no longer do. I shall discuss three clusters of such ideas that require disinterment.

*YMCA Friday Forum, April 13, 1984
In loco parentis

Because schooling is so much an extension of child rearing, it has been taken for granted that the school stands in loco parentis to the pupil. This is sometimes recognized by law, but informally it goes without saying, for example, that if a child is hurt at school, the school personnel will give it the same sort of attention that a parent would. Within limits, the school is also allowed to discipline the pupil in the manner of a parent, a very wise and sensitive parent, to be sure.

The surrogatory role of the school with respect to the family goes without saying so long as there is tacit agreement as to the family the school represents. In small culturally homogeneous communities the tacit understanding exists because there is a general unspoken agreement about the nature and duties of the family.

In large heterogeneous communities who can identify the family that the school stands for? Which of the rich variety of household arrangements does the school represent or is supposed to represent?

Private schools can choose or be chosen by the families they are to represent; public schools cannot. Because, they cannot, it does not go without saying that the schools can rely on the family for the psychic and physical logistics that render the pupil ready for formal instruction. Nor can they be sure how to substitute for parents.

The school and teacher cannot take for granted that homework, transportation, nutrition, health care will be taken care of by the family. Each year in large cities there are reports that hundreds and perhaps thousands of parents have failed to have children immunized. School lunches are made necessary by
The inability of homes to provide adequate nutrition. If discipline is the target of complaint, what can the school assume about the family's role in it?

The Community

It goes without saying that the school will reinforce by precept and example the standards of decency expected by the community. That communities have two sets of standards—the professed and tolerated—also goes without saying. The school is supposed to reinforce the professed set of values. For example, there was a time when teachers were not supposed to frequent establishments serving liquor, and certainly none that resembled what is now called a singles bar. Today the school can only guess at the community standards of deportment or life styles, or standards of behavior for community leaders. Does the school recount in the classrooms the tales of iniquity and delinquency perpetrated in the community and described by the media?

What happens to the social studies when the school can no longer identify the community for which it stands? Silence, treading water, vagueness take the place of quiet inculcation of the community values.

The Culture

The school has always been taken as representative of the arts and sciences. The public school curriculum is an unpredictable selection from these disciplines. Teachers are supposed to be "educated" people, who exemplify as well as transmit something of the knowledge fit for an educated mind. However, the furniture of an educated mind is no longer uniformly arranged and delivered in a more or less uniform way. The SAT scores are understandably
a welcome oasis of uniformity amid the shifting sands of curriculum adaptations and innovations. Unfortunately, the SAT oasis is mistaken for the whole territory, shifting sands and all. This makes a shambles of generalizations on school quality. About the curriculum, less and less goes without saying, yet perhaps the less said the better.

In all three surrogatory roles, the part played by the teacher, the school administration, and the pupil have become indeterminate and fuzzy! Criteria no longer go without saying, albeit not a few of the distinguished members of no less distinguished commissions continue to think that they do.

Intellectual Authority

The second domain in which much of what is supposed to go without saying and no longer does is that of authority. In addition to the authority in matters of rules and conduct granted the school by the state there is the unspoken assumption that it is also authorized to design and prescribe the curriculum. To be sure, the body politic de facto can always shape the school’s authority in a democratic society. Whether or not the school will teach about the evils of alcohol or the merits of driver safety, whether it will pay for a chemistry lab or a football field is subject to the will of the people as expressed through an elected school board. Anything the school does is always subject to the political authority of the electorate. Is there a de jure escape from Vox populi?

Are the criteria of a chemistry or history course decided by a plebiscite? Is the conceptual structure of chemistry arrived at by counting votes? If any vote is relevant it is that of certified chemistry scholars, but only because it registers their scientific judgment, not their political preference.
The criteria for quality in the disciplines are set at any particular time by the certified workers in that discipline. This generates and validates intellectual authority. (Consensus of the learned and one might hope of the wise.)

Does it go without saying that the school has or exercises such intellectual authority to determine the contents and teaching of the curriculum? That depends on the school, of course, and in our so-called "school system," schools within a mile of each other can differ in curriculum as in many other ways. In the last decade the curriculum of the public school has been politicalized to meet the demands of diverse constituencies. Any group with the will and the voice to make demands for or against this or that subject can exert pressure on the administration to change the curriculum. The school superintendent, once the institutional symbol of educational authority in the community, is now expected to be an acute and agile manager of public relations. However, the change from intellectual to political and administrative authority is not as yet common knowledge—not common enough to go without saying.

It is understandable, therefore, that some critics of the public schools may construe reluctance to exercise intellectual authority as intellectual incompetence. A school system in which most of the effort has to be devoted to getting pupils ready—emotionally, bodily, linguistically—for instruction in the academic disciplines may value qualities in teachers and administrators that are not primarily intellectual.

**Teachers as Professional Educators**

This brings me to the third cluster of verities that no longer go without saying. It is the notion of the classroom teacher as a pedagogical professional,
qualified to guide the learning of pupils with expertise grounded in theory analogous to other professions. Presumably that is expected of them by the several commissions. Could anything less qualify them to act as ideal parents, shrewd psychologists, expert didacticians, clever Socratic heuristics, lovable role models and, it goes without saying, competent scholars.

A society that expects, without saying it in so many words, the school to be its surrogate, must have teachers who embody Florence Nightingale, Dr. Spock, Socrates, Mark Hopkins and Mortimer Adler. Furthermore, if every classroom is to be served by such professionals, the public must be willing to pay professional salaries to two to three million of them. That it is not ready, willing or even able to do so goes without saying.

It is not that teachers do not need or could not profit from a high level of professional preparation or that they would not want to do so. Nor is the laxity of certification requirements to blame. In past decades young women with a sense of social mission, willing to remain unmarried and to live at home could move up from factory and routine office or sales employment by attending a normal school. This provided a large pool of cheap labor for the schools. Today a similar supply is provided by baccalaureates who have not made more lucrative career choices. This is disconcerting to disappointed parents; to point out that "The least you can do is get a teaching certificate," what would colleges of liberal arts do without a teacher certification program as an occupational safety net?

Institutions preparing classroom teachers are caught between two demands: that of the academics who deny the need of any specialized professional work to teach and that of the schools pleading for "how-to" survival kits of
competencies. Between these two, there is little room for genuinely professional preparation of teachers.

Teachers, too, are torn between thinking of themselves as workers to be represented by unions that can bargain and lobby in their behalf and a professional guild with the mystique, requisites, and perquisites thereof. The current state of recommendations to smarten up the teaching force—merit pay, competency examinations, periodic recertification, abolition of the NBE, teachers colleges, and certification requirements—reflect this ambivalence toward school teaching. Most of them rely on market incentives, but if so, it will take more than merit pay to match the rewards promised by other avenues of employment open to the capable liberal arts graduate.

For those who like to speak and think of teachers as members of a profession, it may be well to remember that in no other "profession" is an impostor who is doing well in practice praised as evidence against certification requirements. In no other profession is theory reduced to a minimum and "hands-on" experience so much extolled. In no other profession is in-service training expected to take the place of stringent and challenging pre-service specialized course requirements. And yet parents and the citizenry in general want more and expect more from the teacher of their children than a loosely assembled para-professional mother, nurse, and teaching machine.

So as Gilbert and Sullivan might sing, "Taking one thing with another, the lot of the public school teacher is not a happy one." That certainly goes without saying.